Figure 1. Calibrated age distributions (2-sigma) of individual 14C dates (full lines) and sum of probabilities of all samples (dotted line) of the Ste-Françoise site. The cal. age ranges with the highest probabilities are shaded in color. 14C dates belonging to a single fire event are represented by the same color and are highlighted by a gray bar. The associated numbers refer to the column « n cumulated fires » of table 4.

Figure 2. Calibrated age distributions (2-sigma) of individual 14C dates (full lines) and sum of probabilities of all samples (dotted line) of the Villeroy site. The cal. age ranges with the highest probabilities are shaded in color. 14C dates belonging to a single fire event are represented by the same color and are highlighted by a gray bar. The associated numbers refer to the column « n cumulated fires » of table 6. Some dates were obtained two to three times but are represented only once in the figure.